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Nowadays, we cannot imagine our life without video content
and without devices that enable us to acquire and display
such content. According to recent research, in 2012, the
video content transfer over the Internet was around 60% of
the overall Internet data transfer, and the overall video transfer
(including the Internet) could reach 90% during the next four
years. The TV sets supporting only full high-definition (HD)
resolution (i.e., 1080p) are already considered to be outdated
due to a dramatic demand for the ultra-HD resolution that
often refers to 3840 × 2160 (4K) or 7680 × 4320 (8K) resolu-
tions. So, what are the key factors for such tremendous
progress? If you are reading this special section on video
compression technology, we are sure that you know the
answer. . .

This Optical Engineering special section attempts to pro-
vide an overview of the recent achievements in video com-
pression technology, with articles written by professionals
and experts in this field. Particularly, this special section con-
sists of eight articles, which can be divided into four groups.

The first group of articles consists of three papers and
addresses various issues related to the H.264/MPEG-4
AVC video coding standard, particularly with regard to the
video decoding process. The article “Optimal complexity scal-
able H.264/AVC video decoding scheme for portable multime-
dia devices” by H. Lee et al. presents a complexity-scalable
H.264/MPEG-4 AVC-based video decoding scheme, thereby
enabling control over decoding computational complexity in a
scalable manner. Also, the article “Enhanced low bitrate
H.264 video coding using decoder-side super-resolution
and frame interpolation” by H. F. Ates offers a decoder-
side super-resolution (SR) and motion-compensated frame
interpolation (MCFI) algorithms for improving the H.264/
MPEG-4 AVC coding efficiency. In addition, a fast decoding
method is proposed for the context-adaptive variable length
coding (CAVLC) by D. W. Ki and J. H. Kim in the article
“Fast multiple run_before decoding method for efficient imple-
mentation of an H.264/AVC context-adaptive variable length
coding decoder.”

The second group contains an article titled “Spatial and
interlayer hybrid intra-prediction for H.264/SVC video” by
C.-S. Park, which relates to the scalable extension of the
H.264/MPEG-4 AVC video coding standard, i.e., to the scal-
able video coding (SVC) standard. In his work, Park aims to
improve the intra-prediction performance by adaptively

exploiting the spatial correlation as well as the interlayer cor-
relation between the SVC base layer (BL) and the SVC
enhancement layers (EL).

The third group of articles consists of two papers that relate
to the high-efficiency video coding (HEVC) standard, the first
edition of which was officially finalized in January 2013.
According to many recent studies, the HEVC standard is
capable of providing a bit-rate reduction of about 50% at
the same visual quality compared to its predecessor, the
H.264/MPEG-4 AVC standard. On this topic, J. Xiong, in
his article titled “Fast coding unit selection method for
HEVC intra-prediction,” presents a method for determining
an appropriate HEVC coding unit (CU) size to reduce compu-
tational complexity of the intra-coding process. Also, in the
article titled “Edge-preserving down/upsampling for depth
map compression in high-efficiency video coding,” H. Deng
et al. present a method for efficiently compressing depth
maps within the HEVC-based framework by considering
edge similarities between depth maps and their correspond-
ing texture images, as well as the structural similarity among
the depth maps.

The fourth group of articles consists of two papers, which
mainly address the video communication and error-resilience
field. J. Lee et al., in the article titled “Constrained in-loop filter-
ing for error resiliency in high-efficiency video coding,” pro-
pose constrained in-loop filtering to protect intra-coded
samples from error preparation by adaptively applying filters,
depending on prediction modes of reconstructed blocks.
Furthermore, L. Qing et al. present a framework for optimizing
video communication quality, based on the distributed video
coding (DVC) in practical lossy network scenarios, in the
article titled “Practical distributed video coding in packet
lossy channels.”

Although it is not possible in a single special section to pro-
vide a comprehensive overview of all advances in so huge a
field as video compression, we are confident that the articles
published in this special section offer a good reflection of
recent developments in video compression technology.

We would like to personally thank all authors for their time
and effort invested in preparing and revising their articles
toward the publication of this special section. In addition,
we would like to thank the anonymous reviewers for their vol-
untary work and efforts to ensure a high-quality review proc-
ess. We also thank SPIE staff for their valuable assistance
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during all processing stages of this special section. Finally, we
would like to thank the Optical Engineering Editor-in-Chief
Ronald G. Driggers for providing us such a great opportunity
to publish this special section.
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